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Abstract

Given an imperfect predictor, we exploit additional fea-
tures at test time to improve the predictions made, without
retraining and without knowledge of the prediction function.
This scenario arises if training labels or data are proprietary,
restricted, or no longer available, or if training itself is pro-
hibitively expensive. We assume that the additional features
are useful if they exhibit strong statistical dependence to the
underlying perfect predictor. Then, we empirically estimate
and strengthen the statistical dependence between the initial
noisy predictor and the additional features via manifold de-
noising. As an example, we show that this approach leads to
improvement in real-world visual attribute ranking.

1. Introduction
In supervised learning, sometimes we have additional

information at training time but not at testing time. One ex-
ample is human action recognition, where training images
have additional skeletal features like bone lengths [17]. An-
other class of examples is tasks with crowdsourced labels,
which have derived confidence values from multiple noisy
human labelings [13]. In training, each input and output pair
(g, y) has additional ‘privileged’ features h to help learn
mapping function f . Vapnik and Vashist proposed to exploit
these data with learning using privileged information [21].
Their support vector machine (SVM) training algorithm was
later generalized to other learning algorithms.

We consider the complementary scenario where addi-
tional features h are only available at testing time. We call
this testing using privileged information (TUPI). This is dif-
ferent from retraining with new features: Given a pre-trained
f and test data g with test time features h, TUPI does not as-
sume access to the original large set of labeled training data
{(gi, yi)}. TUPI is useful when the predictor is trained on a
single feature but multiple (perhaps heterogeneous) features
are available when the predictor is deployed.

For instance, when a predictor was trained on a single lens
camera but applied to multi-lens cameras (across smartphone
models or robot build variations), or when a predictor was

trained on RGB camera data yet run on RGB-D camera
data. TUPI is also useful when a predictor is proprietary or
built into a closed-source library and the training data are
inaccessible, e.g., Microsoft Kinect pose estimator, but new
features become available later on such as deep-learning-
based features (we discuss more applications in Sec. 5).

Problem description. Suppose we have an estimation prob-
lem with an input feature space G and the corresponding
output space Y ⊂ R. Traditional algorithms aim to iden-
tify the underlying function f∗ : G → Y based on the
input training features Gtr = {gtr

1 , . . . ,g
tr
l } ⊂ G and the

corresponding task-specific labels Y tr ⊂ Y . Once an esti-
mate f I of f∗ is constructed, we can apply it to unseen test
data points G = {g1, . . . ,gn} to construct the prediction
f I := f I |G = [f I(g1), . . . , f

I(gn)]
⊤.

In the TUPI scenario, we assume that additional feature
sets {Hi}mi=1 are provided for the test set G such that each
test instance gk ∈ G is accompanied by m additional fea-
tures {h1

k, . . . ,h
m
k }. Our goal is to exploit {Hi} to improve

prediction f I . However, each new feature set Hi may or
may not be related to the underlying function f∗ and so
may or may not be useful to improve f I . Further, we do not
assume explicit forms for the feature extractors g or hi (by
which G and Hi are obtained), or for the learned function
f (e.g. f could be a deep neural network (DNN) regressor
or a rule-based classifier). Lastly, we do not assume access
to a large set of labeled data points (Gtr, Y tr) at the testing
stage. Otherwise, the problem could be solved by adding
{Hi}mi=1 to the feature set and applying traditional super-
vised feature selection algorithms [18]. In general, exploiting
additional information during testing to improve a prediction
is an ill-posed problem, and existing algorithms are not able
to accomplish this without having access to the data or labels,
or are only applicable to very specific test time features.

Denoising statistical dependence. Our insight is that if the
test time feature sets are useful, then they will exhibit strong
statistical dependence with the underlying perfect predictor
f∗. For instance, in the extreme case of known perfect statis-
tical dependence, knowing Hi would immediately identify
f∗. Since we do not know in advance which feature sets (if
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any) are actually useful, we must estimate these dependen-
cies. We regard the initial predictor f I as a noisy version of
f∗, and we empirically estimate the pairwise dependencies
between f I and each feature set Hi. Then, we selectively
strengthen—or denoise—the pairwise statistical dependen-
cies to improve f I . That is, we:
1. Embed f I and {Hi}mi=1 into a model manifold M where

the Hilbert-Schmidt independence criterion, a consistent
measure of statistical dependence, constitutes a similarity
measure [6].

2. Strengthen dependencies via denoising on M [7].
We demonstrate the TUPI scenario with visual attribute

ranking [16], in which users provide pair-wise rank compar-
isons for attribute-based database ordering (our supplemental
material contains more problem details). This problem is a
good fit for TUPI because ranking applications commonly
have multiple related feature representations and attributes.
For this, we simply use the corresponding rank loss (Eq. 12).
Through experiments across seven real-world datasets, we
show that our approach can lead to significantly improved
estimation accuracy over the initial predictors.

Semi-supervised adaptation. Given the initial prediction
f I and the test time features {Hi}, our algorithm improves
f I in an unsupervised manner. However, like many unsuper-
vised approaches, our method has (two) hyperparameters
that must be tuned for best-possible performance. This is a
difficult issue that has no good approach in the unsupervised
setting. In practical applications, we must rely on users to
sample and evaluate hyperparameters assuming that their se-
lections would be guided by experience on related problems.

For our method, user sampling is feasible as our method
induces smoothness in accuracy over hyperparameters and is
fast to execute (≈1 second on 50K items; see supplemental
Fig. 1). This setting makes objective assessment challenging
as the results are subject to user experience. Therefore, for
comparison to other techniques, we use validation labels
to tune these parameters. This renders the validation sce-
nario of our adaptation algorithm semi-supervised. In our
experiments, we further show that using such a small set of
validation labels to retrain a new predictor is not competitive.

Related work. As TUPI uses small validation label sets
for hyperparameter optimization, it might bring to mind
semi-supervised learning and one might consider building
a graph Laplacian from the test time features to help solve
the task [25]. In our experiments, we demonstrate that TUPI
provides a stronger alternative to this simple baseline. TUPI
might also bring to mind multi-task learning (MTL), where
features or functions learned for one problem are applicable
to other problems [4, 14]. The closest related work in this
setting is Kim et al.’s predictor combination algorithm [10]
which regards predictions from potentially-related tasks as
test time features. However, this algorithm cannot be applied

to arbitrary multi-dimensional test time features (see Sec. 4).
The most closely-related work is the CoConut framework

by Khamis and Lampert [9]. This regularizes the output label
space during co-classification to prefer certain class propor-
tions, without knowing anything about the label predictors,
by enforcing smoothness via a graph Laplacian measured
over neighboring points. These points can be defined by orig-
inal features or by test time features. The latter case leads to
a scenario similar to TUPI, and so we adapt CoConut to our
relative attributes setting. We find that the two approaches
are broadly complementary: CoConut exploits the spatial
smoothness manifested via local neighborhood structure (i.e.
via a graph Laplacian) while our algorithm exploits statis-
tical dependence that is measured across the whole dataset.
We show this explicitly in supplemental experiments which
combine both algorithms (Fig. 3, supplemental).

2. Background
Hilbert-Schmidt independence criterion (HSIC). HSIC
is a consistent measure of statistical (in-)dependence based
on the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) embeddings
of probability distributions (see supplemental for details and
related applications) [6]. Suppose we have two data spaces
V and W , equipped with joint probability distribution Pvw

and marginals Pv and Pw, and we wish to estimate their
statistical dependence. Unlike other popular dependence
measures like mutual information, HSIC does not require
estimating the underlying joint probability density. This is
valuable because, in the TUPI scenario, this density may not
even exist (see Sec. 3).

For V , we define a separable RKHS of functions Kv

characterized by the feature map ϕ : V → Kv and the
positive definite kernel function kv(v,v′) := ⟨ϕ(v), ϕ(v′)⟩.
Similarly, for W , we define Kw, the feature map ψ, and
the corresponding kernel kw. The HSIC associated with Kv,
Kw, and Pvw is:

HSIC(Kv,Kw,Pvw) = Evv′ww′ [kv(v,v
′)kw(w,w′)]

+ Evv′ [kv(v,v
′)]Eww′ [kw(w,w′)]

− 2Evw [Ev′ [kv(v,v
′)]Ew′ [kw(w,w′)]] .

For bounded and universal [20] kernels kv and kw, such
as Gaussian kernels (Eq. 5), HSIC is well-defined and is
zero only when the two distributions Pv and Pw are inde-
pendent: HSIC is the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD)
between the joint probability measure Pvw and the prod-
uct of marginals PvPw computed with the product kernel
kvw = Kv ⊗Kw [15]:

HSIC(Kv,Kw,Pvw) = MMD2(Pvw,PvPw)

= ∥µk[Pvw]− µk[PvPw]∥2k, (1)

where ∥ · ∥k is the RKHS norm of Kk and µk[P] is the kernel
mean embedding of P based on k [15]. If the kernels Kx
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and Ky are universal, the MMD becomes a proper distance
measure of probability distributions (i.e., MMD(PA,PB) =
0 only when PA and PB are identical), which applied to
the distance between the joint and marginal distributions
corresponds to the condition of independence.

In practice, we do not have access to the underlying prob-
ability distributions, but only to a sample {vi,wi}ni=1 drawn
from Pvw. However, HSIC is applicable to sample-based
estimates: empirical HSIC estimates have uniform conver-
gence guarantees to the underlying true HSIC, which pro-
vides a reliable finite sample estimate. Thus, we construct a
sample-based HSIC estimate [6]:

ĤSIC = tr[KvCKwC],

where [Kv]ij = kv(vi,vj), [Kw]ij = kw(wi,wj), and
C = I − 1

n11
⊤ with 1 = [1, . . . , 1]⊤.

Manifold denoising. This estimates the underlying mani-
fold structure from noisy samples within the ambient space
of a manifold [5, 23, 10, 7]. A set of data points P =
{p0, . . . ,pm} ⊂ Rd are assumed to be noisy samples of
‘true’ data from an underlying embedded sub-manifold M
of Rd, i.e., pi = ı(qi) + ϵ for qi ∈ M , with embedding
ı :M → Rd. Assuming i.i.d. Gaussian noise ϵ in the ambient
space Rd, Hein and Maier’s manifold denoising algorithm
suppresses noise in P—it pushes P towards M—without
having access to M directly [7].

We begin by building the graph Laplacian matrix ∆ from
pairwise similarities of P in Rd: ∆ = I −D−1W :

[W ]ij = κ(∥pi − pj∥2, σ2
P )

:= exp

(
−∥pi − pj∥2

σ2
P

)
. (2)

The scale hyperparameter σ2
P > 0 and the diagonal matrixD

perform the probabilistic normalization: [D]ii =
∑

j [W ]ij .
Using ∆ as the generator of a diffusion process on P , the
denoising algorithm iteratively improves the solution P by
simulating the diffusion process governed by the differential
equation with diffusion coefficient γ > 0.

∂P

∂t
= −γ∆P ⇒ P (t+ 1)− P (t) = −γ∆P (t). (3)

In our approach, we embed the predicted evaluations
f I and test time features {Hi} as points on a manifold to
facilitate denoising f I (Sec. 3). In this case, only f is evolved
while {Hi} is fixed throughout diffusion. With this goal, at
each discrete time step t, we construct P by placing f(t) as
the zero-th element (i.e., p0(t) = f(t), p0(0) = f I ), with
the remaining elements in P corresponding to {Hi}, and
formulate the denoising of a single point p0 given P \ {p0}
as minimizing the energy:

O(p) = ∥p− p0(t)∥2 + λ

m∑
i=1

αi∥p− pi∥2, (4)

where αi = [W (t)]1i
/∑

j [W (t)]1j for 1 ≤ i ≤ m with
λ > 0 being a hyperparameter. We obtain O based on
implicit Euler time-discretization of the diffusion equation
(Eq. 3), which is stable for any γ > 0. We fix γ at 1. The
diffusion process is nonlinear: The weight matrix W and the
corresponding Laplacian ∆ evolve over t.

3. Feature adaptation at testing time

We are now prepared to estimate the statistical depen-
dence between each test time feature set and the underlying
function f∗, based on the sample evaluations {Hi} and noisy
f I . The estimated dependencies are noisy, too, as they are
based on f I , and so we apply manifold denoising to sup-
press noise in both the estimated dependencies and in f I .
To facilitate the HSIC-based denosing, we embed the fea-
ture extractors and the predictor function into a Riemannian
manifold of covariance operators or kernels {k}.

Manifold of predictors and feature extractors. Suppose
that X is the space of input data instances from which fea-
tures are extracted, e.g., X is the space of pixel-valued im-
ages. Let us assume a feature extractor g : X → G from
which we construct the estimated predictor f , plus an ad-
ditional class of feature extractors {hi : X → Hi}mi=1. We
assume that all feature extractors are measurable. While we
do not have direct access to {g, f, h1, . . . , hm}, we do have
the empirical evaluations of f and {hi} on a sampleX ⊂ X :
f I = f |g(X) and hi|X = Hi. Further, we assume that the
original data instance space X is equipped with a probability
distribution Px inducing the corresponding probability dis-
tributions Pg and Phi in G and Hi, respectively. Then, f is
given as an estimate constructed from the labeled data points
(Gtr, Y tr) sampled from the joint distribution Pxy.

Adopting the HSIC framework, we introduce a reproduc-
ing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) on each element of the
feature and predictor (evaluation) class: {Y,H1, . . . ,Hm}:
For f(G) ⊂ Y , the RKHS Kf is defined with kernel
kf : Y × Y → R. Similarly, the RKHS Ki is defined
with kernel ki : Hi × Hi → R. Using the fact that an
RKHS is uniquely identified by its kernel, we can define
new RKHSs of functions directly on the input space X : A
reproducing kernel kf : X × X → R is induced from kf
by application of the feature map g and the predictor f :
kf (x,x

′) := kf (f ◦ g(x), f ◦ g(x′)) for x,x′ ∈ X . The
positive definiteness of kf is guaranteed by the positive defi-
niteness of kf . Similarly, the RKHS Ki on X corresponding
to ki is defined based on ki(x,x′) := ki(h

i(x), hi(x′)). We
use the Gaussian kernel kf with the width parameter σ2

f :

kf (f(x), f(x
′)) = κ(∥f(x)− f(x′)∥2, σ2

f ). (5)

At this point, our input space X is equipped with a
data generating distribution Px, itself connected to multiple
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RKHSs, each constructed by a feature extractor (or predic-
tor) and the corresponding RKHS. We will use this structure
to characterize all feature extractors and predictors based on
their respective induced kernels defined on X , which enables
us to compare them in a unified framework.

Manifold embedding. We embed predictor f and feature
extractors {hi} into a space M of normalized kernels:

f → k̃f := (kf − µkf
)/(∥kf − µkf

∥kf
), (6)

where µkf
is the mean embedding of Px based on the

kernel kf [15], i.e., µkf
= Ex[k(x, ·)], and ∥k∥kf

=

Exx′ |k(x,x′)|, both of which are well-defined for bounded
kernels kf including Gaussian kernels (Eq. 5). Similarly, hi

is embedded into M based on k̃i.
The space M is a Hilbert submanifold of an ambient

Hilbert space M with the inner product:1

⟨kf , ki⟩M = Exx′ [kf (x,x
′)ki(x,x

′)]. (7)

OurM construction is motivated by two points. First, that
the inner product ⟨kf , ki⟩M between two centered kernels
kf −µkf

and ki−µki
is precisely the HSIC of the predictor

f and the feature extractor hi as random variables:

⟨kf , ki⟩M = Exx′
[ (
kf (x,x

′)− Ex′′ [kf (x,x
′′)]

)
·(

ki(x,x
′)− Ex′′ [ki(x,x

′′)]
) ]

= Eff ′hi(hi)′
[
(kf (f, f

′)− Ef ′′ [kf (f, f
′′)]) ·(

ki(h
i, (hi)′)− E(hi)′′ [ki(h

i, (hi)′′)]
) ]
,

where f = f ◦ g(x), f ′ = f ◦ g(x′), and f ′′ = f ◦ g(x′′).
Second, by noting that the scale normalization in the em-

bedding (Eq. 6) is essential in our denoising application. In
application scenarios like feature selection [18] or cluster-
ing [19], HSIC is used without normalization. However, in
our denoising scenario, the prediction variables f are di-
rectly optimized based on how HSIC is influenced by the
kernel evaluations kf . In this case, one could scale HSIC
without influencing the resulting statistical dependencies.
For instance, in the simple case of the standard dot-product
kernel (k(x,x′) = x⊤x′), HSIC becomes the Frobenius
norm of the standard cross-covariance matrix. This can be ar-
bitrarily increased by multiplying f with a positive constant,
but a constant scaling should not influence any reasonable
measure of statistical dependence. With the normalization
in Eq. 6, the inner product ⟨k̃f , k̃i⟩M captures the same de-
pendence information between f and hi as HSIC, but with
reduced influence of the scales of f and hi’s.

1M can have a (semi)-Riemannian structure if we identify the local
neighborhood N(p) of each point p ∈ M with its tangent space Tp(M).
As we will only use the ambient space distance M, an explicit construction
of the metric in M is unnecessary.

The two random variables f and hi have joint functional
dependence on x, and so their joint probability density may
not exist. Using HSIC enables estimating the statistical de-
pendence even in this case, as it is estimated entirely based
on kernel evaluations. This is not directly possible for some
other dependence measures, e.g., mutual information.

In practice, we have sample evaluations f I = f |G (of size
n) and corresponding features {Hi}. From this, we obtain a
finite dimensional manifold M̂ with point-embedding f →
K̃f := KfC/∥KfC∥F where [Kf ]kl = kf ([f ]k, [f ]l) and
∥ · ∥F is the Frobenius norm. The inner-product (Eq. 7) on
M̂ becomes the HSIC estimate ĤSIC.

Exploiting test time information by denoising statistical
dependence. With the manifold structure M̂ , we are now
ready to apply the denoising algorithm (Eq. 4). M̂ is a
sub-manifold of a matrix Hilbert space M̂ where the inner-
product between two points KA and KB can be calculated as
⟨KA,KB⟩M̂ = tr[KAKB ] (cf. Eq. 7). Then, we iteratively
minimize an energy functional, replacing the Euclidean dis-
tance in O (Eq. 4) with the ambient metric (restricted to M̂ )
d2
M̂
(K̃f , K̃i) := 1− ⟨K̃f , K̃i⟩M̂:

O(f) = d2M̂(K̃f , K̃f (t)) + λ

m∑
i=1

wi(t)d2M̂(K̃f , K̃i), (8)

wi(t) =
κ(d2

M̂
(K̃f (t), K̃i), σ

2
w)∑m

j=1 κ(d
2
M̂
(K̃f (t), K̃j), σ2

w)
. (9)

Note that f denotes the variable to be optimized (based on
K̃f which is a function of f ) while K̃f (t) represents the
results obtained from the previous time step t. In general,
when k is non-linear (as for Gaussian kernels in Eq. 5), the
optimization problem is non-convex. We optimize O via
gradient descent with f(0) obtained as the initial prediction
f I . The time and memory complexities of optimizing O are
O(mn3) and O(mn2), respectively. Algorithm 1 summa-
rizes this proposed TUPI process. With this form, we see
that our approach does not need to know the underlying func-
tion f , nor its feature extractor g, nor the function underlying
the test time information h. This fulfills the TUPI scenario.

Algorithm interpretation. We solve the minimization
problem at iteration t by trading the deviation from the so-
lution of iteration t− 1 (first term in Eq. 8) with the statis-
tical dependence of f and the feature extractors weighted
by {wi(t)} (in Eq. 8; see Eq. 4). Each weight wi(t) is an
increasing function of the estimated dependence strength at
t-th step, which disregards outliers. The uniformity of the
weights is controlled by the hyperparameter σ2

w:
• As σ2

w → ∞, all features contribute equally to the mini-
mization, which might include outliers.
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Algorithm 1 TUPI algorithm
Input: Initial predictor evaluations f I ; class of test time
features {Hi}mi=1; hyperparameters λ and σ2

w (Eq. 8);
(maximum iteration number T ; see Sec. 4);
Output: Denoised evaluations fO;
t = 0; f(t) = f I ;
repeat

Calculate weights {wi(t)} based on Eq. 9;
Update f(t) by minimizing O (Eq. 8);
t = t+1;

until termination condition is met (e.g. if t ≥ T );

• As σ2
w → 0, the single most relevant (statistically depen-

dent) feature influences the construction, which might
neglect other less relevant but still beneficial features.
Due to kernelization (Eq. 5) and normalization (K̃) in

point-embedding, our algorithm applies when the absolute
scale of predictions is irrelevant, e.g., for ranking. For classi-
fication and regression, we would store the scales and means,
normalize and denoise, then restore the scales and means.

Large-scale problems. When the timeO(mn3) and mem-
ory O(mn2) complexities of optimizing O are limiting, we
adopt the Nyström approximation of Kf :

Kf ≈ KfBK
−1
BBK

⊤
fB , (10)

where [KfB ]kl = kf (bk, bl) for the basis set B =
{b1, . . . , bK} and [KfB ]kl = kf ([f ]k, bl). The rank K of
the approximation is prescribed based on the computa-
tional and memory capacity limits. Similarly, each Ki is
approximated based on the corresponding basis set (Ki ≈
KiB [K

i
BB ]

−1K⊤
iB). For example, the second (unnormal-

ized) trace term in Eq. 8 and its derivative with respect to f
are written as:

tr[KfCKiC] ≈ C(f) = tr[KfBSfi]

∂C(f)
∂[f ]k

= 2[∂KfB ](k,:)[Sfi](:,k), (11)

where Sfi = K−1
BBK

⊤
fBCKiB [K

i
BB ]

−1K⊤
iBC, [A](k,:) de-

notes the k-th row of A and [∂KfB ]kl corresponds to the
derivative of kf ([f ]k, bl) (see Eq. 5). The computational
bottleneck in the gradient evaluation is the multiplication
K⊤

fBCKiB for each i = 1, . . . ,m, which takes O(mnK2)
time. Thus, complexity is linear in the number of data points
n and number of test time features m.

Convergence. While the trajectory of the solution during
iteration depends on the initial solution and the mean curva-
ture of the manifold [7], in the limit case (as t → ∞), the
embedding K̃f (t) of the solution f(t) becomes a weighted

average of feature kernels; i.e., the solution becomes inde-
pendent of the initial predictions K̃f (0), which is not useful.
This is analogous to conventional diffusion where, when all
points are evolved, the solution converges towards a constant
as t→ ∞ [7]. In our case, we evolve only the predictor em-
bedding K̃f (t) and hold the remaining test time feature em-
beddings {K̃i} fixed; hence, K̃f (t) becomes the weighted
average of {K̃i}. Therefore, we must terminate the iteration
before convergence (see Sec. 4).

4. Experimental results
Setting. We test our approach on the Relative Attributes
rank setting [16]. Our algorithm receives the initial rank eval-
uation f I and the test time feature set {Hi}, and outputs
an improved rank estimate fO. Throughout all experiments,
the initialization f I is predicted from 200 data points with
pairwise comparison labels, by either a deep neural net-
work (DNN) or a rank support vector machine (RSVM) [2]—
whichever gave the higher validation accuracy. Hyperparam-
eters were optimized on the validation set: RSVM regular-
ization parameter, DNN training epochs, DNN MLP layers
(2–8) and neurons per layer (5–160). To optimize the DNN,
we use a standard mini-batch gradient descent with batch
normalization. For both DNN and RSVM, we use the soft
hinge loss lH : an ordered training pair (q, r) implies that the
ranking of gq should be higher than gr:

lH((gq,gr); f) = max (0, 1− (f(gq)− f(gr)))
2
. (12)

For all datasets, we ran experiments 10 times with differ-
ent training and validation sets and averaged the results.
Accuracy is measured as the ratio of correct pairwise rank
comparisons with respect to all possible pairs.

TUPI parameters and effect discussion. Our algorithm
requires setting values for the large-scale factorization rank
K (Eq. 10), kernel scale σ2

f (Eq. 5), weight uniformity σ2
w

(Eq. 8), number of iterations T , and regularization λ.
We fix the approximation rankK at 50 (Eq. 10). For multi-

dimensional features, the basis points {bk} are constructed
as their cluster centers. For one-dimensional features and
for rank predictors f , we obtain the basis points as the end-
points of linearly sampled intervals in the respective ranges.
While we expected the sample-based HSIC to increase in
accuracy as K increases, the performance for K = 200 was
not significantly higher than for K = 50.

For kernel scale parameter σ2
f , we use the standard heuris-

tic and set it to twice the standard deviations of the pairwise
distances of elements of f . We set the scale parameter for
each feature similarly.

We tune the remaining hyperparameters σ2
w and λ based

on 50 validation data points, with T set implicitly: We set
the maximum T value at 50 and monitored the progress
of validation accuracy: we terminate iteration immediately
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whenever the validation accuracy did not increase from the
previous iteration. The influences of σ2

w and T are comple-
mentary: Larger σ2

w and T values set the focus on more
strongly-dependent features, which leads to similar results
as with smaller σ2

w and T values.

Baselines. Since we are not aware of any existing algorithms
for rank testing with test time information, we form com-
parisons with existing methods that apply to less general or
alternative settings. We aim to show that naı̈vely applying
existing algorithms to TUPI is challenging.

Our baselines are: 1) the initial rank prediction f I , for
which all results are shown as relative difference from this; 2)
retraining a DNN or RSVM (whichever is better) on h with
the validation labels (as we assume that a small validation
set is available); 3) using semi-supervised learning (SSL)
to build a graph Laplacian with the test time features and
validation labels [25], 4) Khamis and Lampert’s CoConut
algorithm [9] adapted to TUPI in our rank prediction setting
(in principle, their method is complementary to ours), and
5) Kim et al.’s predictor combination algorithm [10]. The
hyperparameters of all baseline algorithms were tuned based
on validation sets.
Adapting CoConut [9]. We minimize the energy

O′(v) = ∥v − f I∥2 + λC

kC
v⊤Lv, (13)

where L is the graph Laplacian calculated based on local
k-nearest neighbors (with k = kC) in the test time fea-
ture space, and λC and kC are hyperparameters. The first
term in O′ ensures that the final solution does not deviate
significantly from f I while the second term contributes to im-
proving the final solution by enforcing its spatial smoothness
measured via the Laplacian L. The accompanying supple-
mental material provides the details of this adaptation and
the construction of the Laplacian L.
Adapting Kim et al. [10]. This method forms predictive dis-
tributions from reference tasks, then penalizes their pairwise
KL-divergence from the target distribution. To adapt their
method to our setting, if we let their reference task predic-
tions be new features {Hi}, then this approach works when
the (probability) space of each feature coincides with the
space of predictions Y . This makes their algorithm applica-
ble only to datasets where one-dimensional test time features
are provided as the predictions made for potentially-related
tasks (e.g., the PubFig and Shoes datasets discussed shortly).
We demonstrate that our general multi-dimensional test time
feature algorithm is a strong alternative to Kim et al.’s ap-
proach even in this special setting.

4.1. Results

MFeat. This contains 6 different feature sets (F1–F6) of
2,000 handwritten digits, with rank outputs obtained from
digit class labels. We use each feature set as the baseline

Table 1. MFeat dataset. Ranking algorithm mean accuracy percent,
plus standard deviation in parenthesis, given the F1–F6 features.
f I : The initial predictions.
fO: TUPI with other F-feature sets as test time information.
fR: fO with an additional 10 random features.
fS1,S3 : fO with only randomly selected 1 and 3 F-feature sets.
fG1−G3 : fO with ground-truth target variables as test time features
(of decreasing noise standard deviations {1, 0.2, 0}).

f I fO fR fS1 fS3 fG1 fG2 fG3

F1 77.85 81.97 82.14 79.88 82.15 78.84 87.84 99.56
(2.26) (2.95) (2.86) (1.49) (2.37) (2.35) (0.84) (0.34)

F2 79.28 81.45 81.61 80.40 81.37 80.00 88.16 99.61
(1.23) (1.69) (1.60) (1.37) (1.54) (1.22) (0.28) (0.16)

F3 75.70 78.31 78.25 77.12 78.32 76.77 87.13 99.35
(2.38) (3.13) (3.16) (1.79) (3.02) (2.20) (0.82) (0.42)

F4 70.88 74.33 74.36 70.80 74.29 72.00 86.22 99.53
(1.23) (5.00) (5.03) (1.44) (5.02) (1.38) (0.48) (0.48)

F5 76.05 78.19 78.05 77.62 78.06 77.22 87.35 99.30
(2.66) (3.29) (3.26) (3.28) (3.72) (2.62) (0.72) (0.44)

F6 77.10 82.25 82.44 79.30 80.71 78.07 86.93 99.44
(1.60) (2.09) (1.90) (2.39) (2.58) (1.37) (0.70) (0.28)

features g, with the remaining features used as test time
features {Hi}5i=1, creating 6 different experimental settings.

Our approach consistently improves performance (fO in
the second column of Table 1). TUPI utility is demonstrated
by results for F1, F2, and F6, with higher accuracy than
the highest individual feature (F2). Further, we verify our
algorithm’s ability to only pick useful features by adding
10 additional random features to the test time information
({Hi}5i=1), with dimensions varying from 2 to 20. The re-
sults (fR) are very similar to that of fO without the spurious
random features. In addition, we measured the sensitivity of
our algorithm against the number of test time feature sets by
randomly selecting only one and three feature sets out of five.
The results (Table 1: fS1,S3) indicate that the performance
of our algorithm gracefully degrades.

Lastly, we verify the correct operation of TUPI in the ideal
case by using ground-truth target ranks as test time informa-
tion (Table 1: fG1−G3 ): The target rank variables are globally
scaled to [0, 1] and contaminated with zero-mean Gaussian
noise with standard deviations of {1, 0.2, 0}. This leads to
average peak signal-to-noise ratios of {−0.13, 14.08,∞}-
dB, respectively. When the noise-level is zero, our algorithm
was able to fully exploit the test time information and achieve
almost perfect rankings. Performance degrades gracefully as
the noise-level increases.

PubFig, Shoes, and OSR. These contain 772 images of 8
classes with 11 attributes [16], 14,658 images of 10 cate-
gories with 10 attributes [11], and 2,688 images of 6 at-
tributes from 8 categories [11], respectively. The goal is to
estimate rankings for each target attribute. The labels are pro-
vided as category-wise comparisons, i.e., each category has
a stronger or weaker presence of certain attributes than other
categories. For PubFig and Shoes, we construct the initial
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Figure 1. Accuracy improvements over f I for six datasets. Higher is better; error bars are one standard deviation above and below the mean.
Kim et al. cannot apply to AwA, Zap50K, or InvDyn. Attributes are sorted in ascending order of fO accuracy values for improved readability.
We include absolute accuracy values in our supplemental material.

rankings f I using the GIST features and color histograms
provided by Parikh and Grauman [16]. Similarly, for OSR,
f I was constructed using GIST features provided by the
authors of [11]. We train a rank predictor from each target
attribute. Then, for each attribute rank predictor, we use all
other attribute rank predictions as test time information.

This setting has been explored by Kim et al. [10] as each
test time feature set is only one-dimensional, though this
method is not applicable for general test time features. For
PubFig, Kim et al.’s predictor combination algorithm largely
improves performance over the baseline f I (Fig. 1), with our
algorithm (fO) making further improvements to attributes
7–11. CoConut also improves the performance from f I and it
generates the best results in attributes 1, 4, 6, and 7; in this re-
spect CoConut and our algorithm are complementary. In the
supplemental material, we demonstrate that by combining
these two approaches, we can obtain even better combina-
tion algorithms. For Shoes, Kim et al.’s algorithm provides
similar performance, with our algorithm further improving
attributes 3, 4, 6, 7, and 10. Our algorithm constantly outper-
formed CoConut. For OSR, our algorithm and Kim et al.’s
algorithm are complementary: For attributes 3 and 5, Kim et
al.’s algorithm is the best; for the remaining features, our
algorithm further significantly improves the performance.
CoConut achieves moderate accuracy gain. The accompany-
ing supplemental provides tests of statistical significance of
the results of all algorithms.

InvDyn. This contains 45,000 data points collected from
robot movement tasks. Each point is a 21-dimensional fea-

ture vector containing 7 joint positions, velocities, and accel-
erations [22]. The goal is to estimate the 7 torque variables
constituting 7-different ranking problems. For each target
output, only a subset of 15 input measurements are provided
as the baseline features g, with the remaining measurements
provided as test time features {Hi}. Using only the test time
features h and SSL severely degrades the ranking perfor-
mance overall. This indicates that the test time information
is complementary to the baseline features, which our TUPI
approach exploits to increase accuracy.

In our automatic evaluation, we use 50 data points to
select the hyperparameters of our algorithm. Thus, for com-
parison, we also show the results of training a new ranker and
the graph Laplacian-based semi-supervised learning (SSL)
ranker on 50 data points (denoted as h and SSL in Fig. 1).
Even with only 50 labeled data points, these rankers can
show higher accuracies than the baseline f I , especially for
attribute 6; however, they are considerably worse than f I for
attribute 1. It is rare for our approach to degrade performance,
which helps demonstrate that our algorithm can exploit new
features appropriately when a large label set is not available.
CoConut did not show any noticeable improvement over f I .

Animals with Attributes dataset (AwA). This contains
30,475 images of 50 animals class. Our goal is to rank im-
ages according to class labels. We use the features extracted
by a pre-trained DeCAF network [3] as the baseline features
G, and adopt SURF, PHOG, and VGG19 as the test time
features {Hi}3i=1. These are provided by Lampert et al. [12].

Again, CoConut improved upon the baseline rankers f I
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while our approach further significantly improved perfor-
mance. We observe that powerful VGG19 features provide
more distinctive descriptions of features and lead to improve-
ments: performance of TUPI using only VGG19 test time
features is almost the same as using three test time features.
Throughout the denoising process, our algorithm success-
fully selected these VGG19 features.

Limitation—Zap50K dataset. When the test time informa-
tion is significantly more powerful than the baseline features,
retraining with even a small number of new labels can pro-
vide better results. This is demonstrated with the Zap50K
dataset, which contains 50,025 images of shoes with 4 at-
tributes. Attribute labels are collected by instance-level pair-
wise comparison via Mechanical Turk [24].

We use the 30-dimensional color histogram features and
960-dimensional GIST features as G and H , respectively,
as provided by Yu and Grauman [24]. Across attributes, we
use training and validation sets of around 300–400 pairs,
and use test sets of around 300 pairs. f I and h are trained
on G and H with training and validation labels of the same
size, respectively. In this case, GIST features H lead to
much higher accuracy than color histogram features G. Even
after our algorithm’s improvements, a large performance gap
remains—a potential upper limit of what our algorithm can
achieved in TUPI on this dataset.

5. Conclusion

We have considered the problem of improving a predictor
by exploiting additional features that are not available during
predictor training. Our thesis is that these features can pro-
vide additional prediction information if they exhibit strong
statistical dependence to the underlying task predictor. This
might not be true in general, e.g., there is trivially no gain if
the additional features are identical to the initial predictions
(our supplemental material provides a toy example of such
simple failure cases). However, to test this in practice, we
introduce a new algorithm that estimates and strengthens
statistical dependence. Over seven real-world relative at-
tribute ranking experiments, on average, our algorithm often
improves performance over the baseline predictors (43/45
attributes) and, more importantly, only very rarely degrades
performance (2/45 attributes). This provide evidence that
our thesis holds in practical applications, even when the fea-
ture adaptation scenario allows us no assumptions on the
predictor or feature extractor forms, or any known existing
statistical dependence.

Our experiments focused on two application scenarios
using standard databases: 1) when predictors are trained
on classical features and later tested with more powerful
features; 2) when predictors are trained on a single feature
but applied to multiple complementary features that are not
necessary stronger than the original feature. Future work

should assess TUPI in more real-world application scenarios
arising in this context. Additional examples include:

1. When training requires specialized hardware unavailable
to researchers or practitioners, e.g., an FPGA or massive
‘tech giant’-scale cloud resources [8].

2. When training data are ‘transient’ and deleted after predic-
tor creation, e.g., due to large storage requirements from
scientific instruments like particle accelerators (CERN’s
petabyte-scale data [1]), but where new data are later
available from new experiments to potentially exploit. A
contrary scenario related to Vapnik and Vashist’s frame-
work [21] would be when privileged data existed only
when training the original predictor.

3. Issues due to privacy concerns and data protection laws.
For example, GDPR Right to be Forgotten/Erasure, where
predictors trained on deleted data may still be kept, but
where users re-using a service would provide new test
time features (such as item ratings/recommendations).

Future work. Providing performance bounds to supporting
our empirical findings would require future work to develop
new theoretical analysis techniques. The challenges are that
1) our algorithm builds upon statistical dependence via HSIC,
rather than via a common probability distribution distance
(e.g., KL-divergence). Even if we assume that the test time
features contain ground-truth labels, the analysis of conver-
gence towards the ground truth is not straightforward as most
existing techniques are developed based on probability dis-
tribution distances (e.g., PAC Bayesian bounds); 2) we use
f I as a surrogate to f∗ when estimating the statistical depen-
dence between f∗ and {Hi}mi=1 and therefore, the deviations
between f I and f∗ need to be quantified.
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